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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

This disclosure speci?cally relates to an arrangement 
wherein cryogenic refrigerator expander and compressor 
pistons are actuated back and forth under the in?uence of 
refrigerant pressure and hydraulic pressure. Continuation 
of the refrigerant is avoided by providing bellows to her 
metically seal the pistons within respective interconnected 
refrigerator subchambers. Each piston is controlled by a 
valve assembly having a two-position valve to allow 
refrigerant gas pressure to move the respective piston in 
a ?rst direction when the valve is in a ?rst position and 
to allow hydraulic pressure to move the respective pis 
ton in a second direction when the valve is in a second 
position. These valves are shifted between positions at 
appropriate times in the refrigeration cycle by hydraulic 
signals traveling through hydraulic passages including 
portions positioned within the pistons so that the pistons 
may reciprocate 90° out of phase. 

This invention relates to a ?uid drive unit for operat 
ing cryogenic refrigerators or other devices. The inven 
tion further relates to a hydraulic drive unit for recipro 
cating a plurality of pistons in phased synchonous rela 
tionship. More particularly, the invention relates to an 
arrangement wherein a hydraulic drive unit is utilized 
for reciprocating the pistons of a cryogenic refrigerator. 
As is ‘Well known, cryogenic refrigerators utilizing the 

Stirling and other cycles, employ, in the transfer of a 
gas between a compression cylinder and an expansion 
cylinder, a regenerating device through which a compres~ 
sible refrigerant gas is passed and which characteristical» 
ly absorbs heat from the refrigerant as it moves to the 
expansion chamber, delivering gas thereto at a relatively 
low temperature. On the return phase of the cycle, the 
relatively cold refrigerant again passes through the re 
generator, absorbing heat stored therein so that the re 
frigerant is delivered to the compression chamber at a 
realtively high temperature. 

Cryogenic refrigerators of the prior art operating in 
this manner have conventionally employed electric mo 
tors producing a rotary motion and crank and rod mecha 
nisms for converting the rotary motion into synchronous~ 
1y phased reciprocation of the compressor and expander 
pistons. Such an arrangement gives rise to problems. For 
example, this type of arrangement requires bearings and 
lubricants, and the lubricants tend to contaminate the 
refrigerant. More importantly, such arrangements are rel 
atively noisy due to piston slapping, and side loads on 
the seals of the cryogenic refrigerator limit the useful 
life of the refrigerator. Further, and most signi?cantly, 
the utility of such arrangements is somewhat restricted 
due to vibration thereof during operation. Operational 
vibrations are generally undesirable in mechanical de 
vices and, with reference to cryogenic refrigerators which 
may be used in conjunction with vibration sensitive equip 
ment or optical devices, such vibrations should be mini 
mized as much as possible. Generally, when rotating 
mechanisms are used to drive a crank and rod arrange 
ment, counter weights are rigidly placed on the crank in 
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such a position as to reduce vibration. Also, it is com 
mon to dynamically balance the moving pistons of such 
prior art devices against vibration by operating two such 
devices, suitably arranged within a common housing, in 
opposed directions. In the ?rst instance detrimental vi 
brations can not be completely avoided, while, in the 
second instance, detrimental vibrations can be complete 
ly avoided but at the expense of a duplicate mechanism. 

It is, therefore, a primary object of the invention to 
provide a hydraulic drive unit for a plurality of pistons. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a hy 
draulic drive unit for a cryogenic refrigerator wherein 
hydraulic ?uid pressure is operable to reciprocate an ex 
pander and compressor piston in phased synchronous re 
lationship whereby relatively noise-free long-life opera 
tion is obtainable. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a cryo 
genic refrigerator which, in operation, is capable of ap 
proximating a Stirling cycle. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an 
arrangement wherein the refrigerant of a cryogenic re 
frigerator is permanently sealed to avoid contamination 
by lubricants. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an ar 
rangement for reciprocating the pistons of a cryogenic 
refrigerator which can be readily dynamically balanced, 
due to the elimination of the conventional crank and 
rod, by the provision of opposite stroking weights to 
essentially eliminate vibrations during operation thereof. 

These and other objects are accomplished in accord 
ance with the invention by operating an expander piston 
and a compressor piston in out-of-phase synchronous re 
lationship. The pistons respectively reciprocate in an ex 
pander cylinder and a compressor cylinder which are in 
terconnected and which contain a compressible refriger 
ant gas such as helium or the like under pressure. These 
pistons are moved ‘back and forth in the respective cham 
bers by refrigerant pressure and hydraulic pressure by 
controlled application of ?iud pressure to the pistons by 
means of suitable hydraulic valving. The valving includes 
a two-position valve for each piston to allow refrigerant 
pressure to move the respective piston in a ?rst direction 
when the valve is in a ?rst position and to allow hy 
draulic pressure to move the respective piston in a second 
direction when the valve is in a second position. These 
valves are shifted between positions at appropriate times 
in the refrigeration cycle by hydraulic signals traveling 
through hydraulic passages including portions positioned 
within the pistons so that the pistons are caused to re 
ciprocate 90° out of phase. 
These and other features and advantages of the inven 

tion can be more clearly understood by reference to the 
following speci?cation and the related drawing wherein 
a preferred embodiment incorporating the invention is 
shown. In the drawing certain parts are shown in cross 
section to facilitate an understanding of the invention. 

Describing the arrangement in detail and directing at 
tention to the ?gure, it will be seen that the cryogenic 
refrigerator 10 for cooling load 11 comprises a hermeti 
cally sealed chamber in a housing. Cooling load 11 may 
be any device such as an infrared detector or parametric 
ampli?er which must be maintained at cryogenic temper 
atures. The housing chamber is comprised of an expander 
subchamber 12 and a compressor subchamber 13 inter 
connected by a passage 14. The wall of refrigerator 10 
in the vicinity of expander subchamber 12 is extremely 
thin to limit flow of heat by conduction to subchamber 
12 thus increasing the efficiency of refrigerator 10. EX 
pander piston 15 and compressor piston 16 have respec 
tive piston heads or displacers 17 and 18. Disposed with 
in a peripheral groove within each piston head is an O 
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ring and continuous annular Te?on rider, 17a and 18a 
respectively, which effectively serve as seals and which 
may not be necessary in a given embodiment. Obviously, 
a skilled workman can design the pistons, and so forth, 
so as to obtain various piston compression ratios as 
deemed expedient. Respective resilient members such as 
bellows 19 and 20 are welded or otherwise suitably at 
tached to peripheral portions of piston heads 17 and 18, 
and to the walls of the housing so as to hermetically seal 
cryogenic refrigerator 10. The chamber of cryogenic re 
frigerator 10 is ?lled with a compressible refrigerant gas 
such as helium or the like under a relatively high pressure. 
Expander piston 15 has conventional regenerator means 

21, such as a one stage regenerator, through which re 
frigerant gas may pass back and forth. Exemplarily, re 
generator means 21 may comprise stacked stainless steel 
screens, glass beads, lead balls, or the like, which char 
acteristically have a suitable thermal capacity character 
istic and a relatively high surface area to volume ratio. 
The expander piston 15 is provided with peripheral 

grooves in which O-rings 22 and 23 are disposed. These 
O-rings are operative to expand respective seals (not 
shown), such as Te?on riders, of generally annular con 
?guration having an L-shaped cross section, against the 
wall of the piston cylinder to prevent or minimize leak 
age of refrigerant gas back and forth ‘between expander 
subchamber 12 and expander bellow chamber 24. Ex 
pander passages 25 and 26 provide communication be 
tween expander subchamber 12 and compressor subcham 
ber 13 via regenerator 21 which is mounted within an 
enlarged chamber in the expander piston portion or dis 
placer 27. Passage 26 is so arranged as to provide the 
aforementioned communication regardless of the position 
of expander piston 15. 

In order to provide for synchronous reciprocation of 
pistons 15 and 16 a hydraulic drive unit 28 is provided. 
Unit 28 comprises hydraulic drive valve assemblies 29 
and 30. In valve assembly 29, a movable valve spool 31 
is disposed within portion 321: of hydraulic reservoir 32. 
Spool 31 and portion 32a are complementarily shaped 
so that spool 31 is snugly ?tted within portion 32a, and 
portion 32:: is of suf?cient length to allow spool 31 to 
slide back and forth therein. Portion 32b of reservoir 32 
is dimensioned for a snug slide ?t with the corresponding 
portion of piston 15. 

In the embodiment shown, spool 31 is cylindrical, but 
it may be of any suitable shape. Spool 31 has transverse 
spaced holes or openings 33 and 34 drilled therethrough 
and so located that when valve spool 31 is in a ?rst posi 
tion opening 33 is aligned with valve port 35 and when 
valve spool 31 is in a second position, opening 34 is 
aligned with valve port 36. In lieu of openings 33 and 34 
peripheral grooves may be cut into spool 31 to serve the 
same purpose. 

In hydraulic valve assembly 30, it can be seen that 
movable valve spool 37, hydraulic reservoir 38, reservoir 
portions 38a and 38b, spool openings 39 and 40, and 
valve ports 41 and 42 are arranged in a fashion similar 
to the arrangement of the comparable elements of hy 
draulic valve assembly 29. Hydraulic pump P1 is con 
nected to port 35 and hydraulic pump P2 is connected 
to port 41. Port 36 is connected to vent line V1 and port 
42 is connected to vent line V2. 

Hydraulic conduit means operably connect hydraulic 
pump Pb to valve spools 31 and 37 whereby these spools 
may be moved back and forth to control the application 
of hydraulic ?uid pressure to the faces 41 and 42 of the 
respective expander piston 15 and compressor piston 16. 
Hydraulic ?uid passages 43, 44, 45, 46, 47 and 48 are 
arranged so that, when expander piston 15 is at the bottom 
of its stroke, ?uid pressure from hydraulic pump Pb will 
actuate valve spool 31 to bring valve spool opening 33 
into alignment with valve port 35. Hydraulic ?uid pas 
sages 49, 50, 51 and 52 are arranged so that, shortly after 
expander piston 15 has completed one half of its up 
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4 
ward stroke, hydraulic pump P1 will actuate valve spool 
37 to align valve spool opening 39 with valve port 41. 
Hydraulic ?uid passages 46 and 53 are arranged so that, 
when expander piston 15 has completed its upward stroke, 
a hydraulic path is completed between hydraulic pump 
P1 and vent line V3 whereby valve spool 31 is actuated so 
as to bring valve spool opening 34 into alignment with 
valve port 36. Hydraulic ?uid passages 50 and 49 are 
arranged so that, when compressor piston 16 has reached 
the top of its upward stroke, a hydraulic ?uid path is 
completed between hydraulic pump P2 and vent line V1 
whereby valve spool 37 is actuated to bring valve spool 
opening 40 into alignment with valve port 42. Finally, 
O-rings 54 and 55, together with respective seals (not 
shown) of the same type as those used in conjunction 
with previously mentioned O-rings 22 and 23, are re 
spectively disposed in peripheral grooves adjacent respec 
tive pistons 15 and 16 and seal the housing of hydraulic 
unit 28 to prevent or minimize leakage of hydraulic ?uid 
therefrom. 

In operation, assuming pistons 15 and 16 are in the 
position shown, piston 15 has completed slightly more 
than half of its upward stroke, piston 15 being driven up 
ward by the force of hydraulic pressure upon piston face 
41 exerted ‘by hydraulic pump P1. At this time, piston 
face 41 has cleared passage 49 while passage 51 of piston 
16 interconnects passages 50 and 52 whereby a hydraulic 
?uid path is completed between pump P1 and vent line 
V4 and valve spool 37 is moved to align opening 39 with 
valve port 41. Hydraulic pressure for pump P2 now exerts 
a hydraulic force upon piston face 42 to drive compressor 
piston 16 upwardly. Both pistons 15 and 16 now travel 
concurrently upward, with expander piston 15 leading 
compressor piston 16 by approximately 90", thereby com 
pressing the refrigerant gas in the cryogenic refrigerator 
10 to decrease the volume and increase the pressure there 
of. During this initial phase of the cycle the heat of com 
pression which is generated is rejected to the ambient 
through the walls of the housing, as indicated by Qout, 
so that this phase is relatively isothermal. 

Expander piston 15 now reaches its top position where 
upon hydraulic ?uid passages 46, 45, 53 and 48 com 
plete a hydraulic ?uid path between pump P1 and vent 
line V3 thus shifting valve spool 31 to bring valve spool 
opening 34 into alignment with valve port 36. The re 
frigerant gas pressure of the refrigerant gas in the inter 
connected subchambers 12 and 13 and in the bellow 
chambers 24 is now operative to push expander piston 
15 downward expelling hydraulic ?uid from hydraulic 
reservoir 32 through port 36 to vent line V1. The extent 
to which the refrigerant gas in the bellow chamber 24 
pushes the expander piston 15 downward in relation 
to the extent to which the refrigerant gas in the inter 
connected subchambers 12 and 13 pushes the expander 
piston 15 downward depends upon the design of the 
pistons 15 and 16, and so forth, as indicated earlier 
herein. 

During the initial portion of this downward stroke 
of expander piston 15, compressor piston 16 continues 
upward and the arrangement preferably is such that the 
total volume of the refrigerator chamber remains sub 
stantially constant. During this second phase of the re 
frigeration cycle, wherein expander piston 15 is moving 
downward and compressor piston 16 is moving upward, 
refrigerant gas is transferred from compressor sub 
chamber 13 to expander subchamber 12 through re 
generator 21. Regenerator 21 absorbs and temporarily 
stores heat from the refrigerant. In this way the tem 
perature and pressure of the refrigerant is reduced. 
When compessor piston 16 reaches the top of its stroke 

the third phase of the refrigeration cycle begins wherein 
hydraulic pump P2 is operably connected to vent line 
V1 via hydraulic passages 50 and 49 to move valve spool 
37 to the position wherein valve spool opening 40 is 
aligned with valve port 42. The refrigerant gas pressure 
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of the refrigerant gas in the interconnected subchambers 
12 and 13 then moves compressor piston 16 downward 
to expell hydraulic ?uid from reservoir 38 into vent 
line V2. During this third phase of the refrigeration cycle 
both pistons are moving downward so that the total 
volume of the refrigerator chamber is increasing. Dur 
ing this phase of the cycle the increasing volume within 
the chamber tends to decrease the refrigerant tempera 
ture. However, the refrigerant, at this time, absorbs heat 
from the walls of the housing thereby maintaining the 
refrigerant at a constant temperature which is lower than 
the refrigerant temperature during the initial or ?rst 
mentioned phase of the cycle. Thus, the thid phase is 
relatively isothermal. 

Expander piston 15 now completes its downward stroke 
and a ?uid path is completed, via passages 43-48, between 
hydraulic pump Pb and vent line V3 so that valve spool 
31 is moved to bring valve spool opening 33 and valve 
port 35 into alignment. Hydraulic pressure from hydrau 
lic pump P1 now exerts a hydraulic force upon piston 
face 41 and expander piston 15 begins its upward stroke. 
Thus the ?nal or fourth phase of the refrigeration cycle 
is initiated. During this ?nal phase pistons 15 and 16 
are again moving in opposite directions and preferably 
in such a fashion as to maintain the volume of the refrig 
erator chamber constant. The upward traveling expander 
piston 15 now transfers refrigerant gas from expander 
subchamber 12 to compressor subchamber 13 through 
regenerator 21. During this ?nal phase the refrigerant 
gas obtains heat from regenerator 21 which was previously 
stored therein. Thus a complete refrigeration cycle has 
been generated. If the total volume of the refrigerator 
chamber has been maintained substantially constant dur 
ing the second and ?nal phases then a Stirling cycle will 
have been approximated. 

Exemplarily, the refrigerant gas may be under a pres 
sure in the range of, for example, from 100‘ p.s.i.g. to 
about 300 p.s.i.g. during the refrigeration cycle. The 
forces exerted upon displacers 27, 17, and 18 and the 
force exerted on faces 41 and 42 respectively depends 
on pressure of the refrigerant gas or hydraulic ?uid 
multiplied by the area of the parts 27, 17, 18, 41 and 42. 
Pistons 15 and 16 may be reciprocated at any rate, as 
for example 2000 cycles per minute, depending on the 
cooling capacity desired. The motion of pistons 15 and 
16 may be sinusoidal or linear with time or otherwise. 
If it is desired to approximate a Stirling cycle, the motion 
and size of the pistons, and other parameters should be 
selected to obtain substantially constant volume condi 
tions during the second and fourth phases of the refrig 
eration cycle. 
The timing of the initiation of the compression strokes 

of pistons 15 and 16 clearly depend on the manner in 
which the ?uid passages are arranged. It should be 
equally clear that, by the provision of suitable means, 
such as apertured sleeves, circumscribing the portions of 
pistons containing passages 44, 47, 53 and 51, and rotat 
ably positioned thereabout, either on the associated piston 
portion or on the associated bore, the choice of a multi 
plicity of timing relationships is possible. 
The cooling load may be maintained at cryogenic 

temperatures in a range of 20° Kelvin and higher. The 
cooling capacity of cryogenic refrigerator 10 can be 
adjusted simply by throttling or changing the ?uid pres 
sure of hydraulic pump P1 and P2. Rejection of heat 
through the walls of the housing may be expedited by 
the provision of external means such as the forced con 
duction of air or liquid coolants and by the provision 
of heat radiating ?ns. The various hydraulic ?uid passages 
may be arranged to obtain any desired synchronous phas 
ing of the pistons 15 and 16. Thus, it will be appreciated 
that, while the described operation of the cryogenic 
refrigerator generates the well-known Stirling cycle, it 
should be readily apparent that other cycles may be 
generated with equal facility. 
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6 
Various other modi?cations and improvements to the 

above-described preferred embodiment of the invention 
may be made within the skill of the art. Thus, if desired, 
the volume displaced by the moving pistons 15 and 16 
can be varied by changing the size of the displacers 27 
and 18 and corresponding subchambers 12 and 13. Re 
generator means 21 need not be carried by expander 
piston 15 and may be stationarily disposed adjacent piston 
portion 27. Also the embodiment may be modi?ed by 
use of multiple stage regenerator means in lieu of the 
shown regenerator means. Where bellow fatigue is found 
to be a problem one may extend the walls of the housing 
and provide additional piston heads to reduce mechan 
ical load thereon. An additional passage may be em 
ployed, as indicated by the dotted lines 58, interconnect 
ing the bellow chamber 24 to bellow chamber 56 to 
shunt a part of the refrigerant therethrough to reduce 
the mechanical load on bellows 19. Additionally, a 
plenum volume, as indicated by dotted lines 58a, in com— 
munication with such passage 58, may be provided to 
dampen pressure ?uctuations in chambers 24 and 56. 
Such damping naturally lessens the force contribution of 
refrigerant gas in bellows chamber 24 to the downward 
pushing of the piston 15 during the previously described 
second phase of the refrigeration cycle. 

Additionally, drive unit 28 can be readily modi?ed so 
that hydraulic ?uid may be utilized to drive pistons 15 
and 16 in both directions if ‘better control of piston 
motion is deemed desirable. Thus, should spring loads, 
insu?icient refrigerant gas pressure, or other factors, im 
pose strict design limitations to achieve the desired per 
formance, additional piston faces, ?uid passages, valve 
ports, and valve spool openings may be provided to facili 
tate control of downward motion of pistons 15 and 16. 
Exemplarily, the ?uid required to drive the aforemen 
tioned additional piston faces can be controlled by valve 
spools 31 and 37. 

Accordingly, it should be understood that the invention 
as described is by way of illustration and not limitation 
and may be modi?ed all within the scope of the appended 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In combination: 
a plurality of ?uid chargeable reservoirs each having 

?uid inlet and ?uid outlet means; 
a plurality of reciprocable elements each having a face 

positioned within a respective reservoir so that ap 
plication of pressurized ?uid thereto upon ?uid 
charging of the respective reservoir is operative to 
move the associated element; 

valve means for allowing alternate ?uid charging and 
discharging of each of said reservoirs via said ?uid 
inlet and ?uid outlet means ‘by a source of pressurized 
?uid; 

biasing means for urging and moving each of said ele 
ments upon termination of the application of pres 
surized ?uid to the associated face, said biasing 
means comprising an envelope de?ning an enclosed 
space containing a pressurized medium arranged so 
that a movable part of said envelope can exert a 
force upon each of said elements; and 

element position sensing means associated with said 
elements for controlling the operation of said valve 
means to produce movement of each of said ele 
ments in timed relationship. 

2. The combination set forth in claim 1 wherein said 
envelope is partially de?ned by resilient means connected 
to each of said elements. 

3. The combination of claim 2 wherein each of said 
resilient means comprises bellows. 

4. The combination of claim 1 ‘further comprising 
structure de?ning an enclosed space containing compres 
sible refrigerant and also containing heat regenerator 
means and where said elements are arranged so that 
movement of said elements is operable to produce re 
frigeration. 
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5. The combination of claim 4 further including a cool 

ing load associated with said structure. 
6. The combination of claim 1 wherein said valve 

means comprises movable valve spool means associated 
with each of said ?uid inlet and ?uid outlet means. 

7. The combination of claim 6 wherein each of said 
valve spool means comprises a member having ?uid con 
ducting means positionable by movement of said valve 
spool means to allow the ‘aforementioned alternate ?uid 
charging and discharging of each of said reservoirs. 

8. The combination of claim ‘6, wherein said sensing 
means includes ?uid control lines including ?uid passages 
formed in said elements and arranged to operatively pro 
vide various ?uid ?ow paths between said valve spool 
means and an external source of pressurized ?uid so that 
?uid ?ow through such paths is operative to move and 
position each respective valve spool means in a predeter 
mined fashion. 

9. The combination of claim 8 further including a 
refrigerating device and a cooling load associated there 
with and wherein said ?uid control line means are inter 
connected so as to produce synchronous reciprocation of 
said elements and wherein said elements comprise part 
of said device so that reciprocation of said elements is 
operable to transfer heat away from said cooling load. 

10. In combination: 
a plurality of ?uid chargeable reservoirs each having 

?uid inlet and ?uid outlet means; 
a plurality of reciprocable elements each having a re 

spective face positioned within a respective reser 
voir; 

means coupled to said reservoirs for supplying pres 
surized ?uid thereto in order to charge said reser 
voirs; 

valve means for allowing alternate ?uid Charging and 
discharging of each reservoir; 

said faces each being arranged so that application of 
pressurized ?uid thereto upon ?uid charging of the 
associated reservoir is operative to move the asso 
ciated element in a ?rst direction; 

means for urging and moving each of said elements 
in a second direction opposite to said ?rst direction 
upon the termination of the application of pressurized 
?uid to the face of each element comprising an en 
closed space partially de?ned by respective parts of 
each element which space contains a pressurized 
medium which can exert a force upon each of said 
parts to move the associated element in the second 
direction; and 

element position sensing means associated with said 
elements for controlling the operation of said valve 
means to produce reciprocal movement of each of 
said elements in timed relationship. 

11. In a refrigerating system comprising a refrigerating 
device and a ?uid actuator therefor, the combination of: 

?rst and second chambers, a passage connecting said 
chambers, a regenerator associated with said ?rst 
chamber, and refrigerant gas in said chambers; 

third and fourth reservoir chambers each having an 
inlet and an outlet; 

a ?rst piston element arranged for reciprocation in 
said ?rst and third chambers; 

a second piston element arranged for reciprocation 
in said second and fourth chambers; 

said ?rst piston including a ?rst displacer arranged 
in said ?rst chamber and said second piston including 
a second displacer arranged in said second chamber 
for displacing, compressing, and expanding said re 
frigerant gas, said pistons each being arranged for 
separate reciprocation in respective forward and re— 
verse directions of reciprocation; 

?rst and second valve means respectively associated 
with said third and fourth chambers respectively for 
valve controlling the opening and closing of said 
inlets and outlets whereby ?uid under pressure may 
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8 
be allowed alternately to enter and exit the respec 
tive reservoir chambers to alternately move each ele— 
ment in said forward direction of reciprocation and 
enable each element to be moved in said reverse di 
rection of reciprocation; 

?uid actuator means operatively connected to both said 
valve means and controlled by said piston elements 
for effecting sequential opening and closing of said 
inlets and outlets by said respective valve means in 
such a way as to time the reciprocation of the re 
spective elements; and 

said refrigerant gas in said chambers being means for 
moving each said element in said opposite direction 
of reciprocation. 

12. In a refrigeration system comprising a refrigerat 
ing device and ?uid actuator therefor, the combination 
of: 

?rst and second refrigerator chambers, a passage con 
necting said chambers, refrigerant gas under com 
pression in said chambers, and a regenerator ar 
ranged for storing heat absorbed from said refriger 
ant gas and for releasing the stored heat to the re~ 
frigerant gas; 

a third reservoir chamber having an inlet and an 
outlet and a fourth reservoir chamber having an inlet 
and an outlet; 

a ?rst reciprocable piston element disposed for recip 
rocation in both said ?rst and third chambers and 
a second reciprocable piston element disposed for 
reciprocation in both said second and fourth cham 
bers; 

said piston elements each being further arranged to 
be separately reciprocable in respective forward and 
reverse directions so that reciprocation of said ele 
ments in synchronous, out-of-phase relation is ef~ 
fective to sequentially expand and compress said re 
frigerant gas while said regenerator by absorbing 
and releasing heat as aforesaid e?ects cooling in 
the vicinity of said ?rst chamber; 

supply means connected to each inlet for supplying 
?uid under pressure to each of said third and fourth 
chambers; 

said piston elements being arranged so that ?uid under 
pressure when supplied to said third and fourth 
chambers respectively acts to drive each piston ele 
ment respectively in its forward direction by the ex~ 
ertion of ?uid force against each piston element; 

vent means connected to each outlet for venting the 
?uid from each of said third and fourth chambers; 

?rst and second valves each positionable in ?rst and 
second positions, said ?rst valve in its ?rst position 
being operative to open said inlet and in its second 
position being operative to open said outlet of said 
third chamber, said second valve in its ?rst position 
being operative to open said inlet and in its second 
position being operative to open said outlet of said 
fourth chamber, the positioning of said valves ef 
fecting the supply and venting of the ?uid to and 
from each of said reservoir chambers by the opening 
and closing of said inlets and outlets in a predeter 
mined sequence; 

valve actuator means for ?uidically positioning each 
of said valves by sequentially supplying ?uid under 
pressure to each one or the other of respective valve 
actuator ports arranged on opposite sides of each 
of the respective valves; 

?uid paths means communicating with said valve ac 
tuator ports for de?ning a multiplicity of sequen 
tially selectable ?uid paths by which ?uid under pres 
sure is conveyable via certain selected ?uid paths 
to the one or the other of said valve actuator ports 
on the opposite sides of the respective valves to 
?uidically move either of said valves from either 
one to the other one of its aforementioned ?rst and 
second positions; 



9 
?uid path de?ning passages provided in said piston 

elements each being alignable with said reservoir 
ports of the aforementioned ?uid path means upon 
reciprocation of said piston elements and being thus 
alignable during the reciprocation of said piston ele 
ments to effect the aforementioned sequential selec 
tion of certain ones of the aforesaid multiplicity of 
?uid paths at certain ‘times during such reciproca 
tion in order to move each of said valves respectively 
at certain times during such reciprocation from 
either one to the other one of its aforementioned 
?rst and second positions; 

each piston element being‘ arranged to further com 
press said refrigerant gas during movement in its 
forward direction which refrigerant gas drives each 
piston element in its reverse direction by the exer 
of refrigerant gas compression force against each pis 
ton element; 

whereby reciprocation of said piston elements are driv 
en as aforesaid by said ?uid and pressure forces dur 
ing the operation of the refrigerating system. 

13. In a refrigerating system including a refrigerating 
device and ?uid actuator therfor, the combination com 
prising: 

?rst and second interconected refrigerator chambers 
containing compressible refrigerant under pressure 
therein; 

third and fourth reservoir chambers for ?uid each 
having an inlet and an outlet; 

a ?rst piston element extending between said ?rst and 
third chambers including a ?rst displacer disposed in 
said ?rst chamber and a ?rst face disposed in said 
said third chamber; 

a second piston element extending between said second 
and fourth chambers and including a second dis 
placer disposed in said second chamber and a second 
face disposed in said fourth chamber; 

?uid supply means arranged for supplying ?uid 
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under pressure to each of said third and fourth cham 
bers via the inlets thereof, the ?uid under pressure 
being supplied to said third and fourth chambers in 
order to push the faces of said pistons in order to 
move the associated piston element in a ?rst direction 

‘ of reciprocation; 

?rst and second valves respectively pistionable in either 
of two positions and each being independent of said 
piston elements, each valve being positionable to 

' either permit entry of ?uid into different ones of said 
reservoir chambers via the inlets thereof or to permit 

‘‘ the exhaust of such ?uid from such chamber via the 
outlets thereof; 

‘?uid control means for sequentially positioning said , 
valves and controlled by the said piston elements in 
order to time the reciprocation of said piston ele 
ments, and ‘ 

said valves and piston elements being arranged so that 
said refrigerant is operative to produce movement of 
each piston in a second direction of reciprocation. 
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Patent No. 3,530,681 Dated‘ September 29, 1970 

Invento?ab AXEL G-.‘ DEHNE 

It is certified that: error appears in the above-identified patent 
and that said Letters Patent are hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 1 , line 16 , delete the word "Continuation" and 
insert instead —-Contamination——. 

Column 9 , line 16 , delete “exer—" and insert instead 
the word -—exerti0n——. 
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